During the Fall semester of 2017, Concordia University conducted a survey to assess how their community commutes from home to the University. Student, faculty, and staff responded by giving their postal codes, primary campus, and additional information about their commute at the response rate of 25%. The following data are based from the analysis of the survey.

**Highlights from the survey:**
- 3,457 respondents completed the survey. Participation rates were at 18% for students and 80% for employees.
- Overall, public transit is the most popular mode of transportation for students and employees going to both SGW and Loyola campus.
- 58% of employees commuting to SGW chose to take public transit whereas 33% of employees commuting to Loyola campus chose public transit.
- 10% of students commuting from home to Loyola campus take the Concordia shuttle bus, which make it the third most popular commuting option.
- During summer, 17% of employees and 11% of students commuting to SGW chose bicycling. Overall employees chose bicycling more than students.
- During fall, 20% of students walk to SGW while 7% of students walk to Loyola campus. This trend is reversed for employees; 9% of employees walk to SGW campus while 19% walk to Loyola campus.

**Potential for sustainable modes of transportation**
- It provides greater flexibility
- Need to carry many things
- Most convenient option
- Have multiple destinations before, during or after commute
- Faster than other modes of transportation
- Live too far from campus

**Primary reason for choosing a motorized vehicle**
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